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Figure 1: The user study of our methods in the desert village scene. Users can walk to five white spheres in the scene efficiently
through our automatic portal placement. (a) is one user’s view frame during VR navigation. A mini-map is observed when triggered
by the user, on which the portals and trajectory are marked. Circles of the same color represent a pair of portals. The blue arrow
indicates the user’s current location. The solid red line represents the natural walking trajectory of the user. The red dotted line
represents the connection line of the used portal. (b) visualizes the user’s final trajectory in the top view map when the user finished
the task. Five white small circles in the scene indicate the locations the user needs to reach, and they are not visible on users’
mini-map during the experiments. (c) shows the user’s current view in (b). The user has just passed a portal, and he/she looks back
at that portal. (d) shows the corresponding physical position and moving direction of the user.

ABSTRACT

Portals placement in a large virtual scene can help users improve
navigation efficiency, but determining the number and the positions
of the portals has some challenges. In this paper, we proposed
two automatic virtual portals placement methods for efficient VR
navigation. To reduce the number of reverse redirections, we also
proposed a real-time portal orientation determination algorithm.
For any given single-floor outdoor virtual scene, our methods can
automatically place the portals.

Index Terms: Virtual reality—Navigation—Teleportation
techniques—Portal placement;

1 INTRODUCTION

Navigation and exploration are fundamental interactions in virtual
reality (VR). Real walking (RW) is the most natural way to navigate
the virtual environment (VE). However, when the physical space that
hosts VR applications is much smaller than the virtual environment,
it becomes troublesome that users frequently meet the physical
boundaries. Redirected walking (RDW) [6] uses translation gain,
rotation gain, and curvature gain to scale the transformation of
the user’s viewpoint. However, if the virtual scene is much larger
than the physical scene, the value ranges of these gains become
larger so that users can obviously feel that their viewpoint changes
do not match their actions, which may cause a certain amount of
cybersickness [4]. Teleportation [1] is a more efficient navigation
and exploration method in VR, allowing users to jump to locations
pointed by a handheld controller. The disadvantage of teleportation
is that users have to teleport multiple times to reach an invisible
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target region. Some applications allow users to teleport by pointing
on the scene map, however, it often leads to over-reliance on the
handy translations and eventually, breaks presence. What’s more,
when the user is transferred to the destination, the mismatch between
visual effects and acceleration makes users uncomfortable.

Virtual portal is another way to navigate and explore in VR [2,
3, 5, 7]. A pair of portals connect two remote locations. The user
walks through the first portal to reach the other end outside the
second portal, which improves the presence and performance of
VR navigation. When placing the virtual portals in a large virtual
scene, two critical factors affect the efficiency of user navigation and
exploration. The first is the number of portals that need to be placed,
and the second is the positions and orientations of those portals. The
previous methods place the portals manually.

In this paper, we proposed two automatic virtual portals place-
ment methods for efficient VR navigation and exploration. For a
given scene, we first introduced a visibility importance-based portal
placement method (VIPP) to determine the positions and the number
of portals. Then we proposed a simulated annealing optimized portal
placement method (SAPP) to optimize the positions of the portals
generated by the first method. Fig. 1 shows the user study of our
methods in the desert village scene.

2 AUTOMATIC PORTALS PLACEMENT METHOD

In this section, we introduce two automatic methods to place the por-
tals in VE. After that, we also propose a real-time portal orientation
determination algorithm to decide the orientations of the portals.

2.1 Visibility Importance base Portal Placement method
We calculate positions and number of portals for the scene according
to the visibility importance of the scene. We first render the depth
map of the scene from the top view orthographically. Then we
construct a portal placement weight map (PPWM) and the value in
PPWM is from 0 to 1 (Fig. 2 a). We use pre-defined depth threshold



to initialize PPWM with 0 and 1, where 0 means unwalkable, 1
means walkable.

A greedy algorithm is proposed to place the virtual portals based
on visibility of the scene and the distance of each portal pair. In
this greedy algorithm, two maps are constructed and updated. The
first map is a scene visibility importance map (VIM) (Fig. 2 b),
and it stores the value of the visibility importance from the current
walkable position pos to the entire scene. If the current position is
unwalkable, the value of the visibility importance is set to 0. We
place the first portal of a portal pair at the position with the highest
visibility importance in V IM for each greedy iteration. Then we
update the weights in PPWM (Fig. 2 c) by deceasing the weights
of the position pos around the first portal p. The second map is
a visibility and distance importance map (V DIM), and it stores
the value of the visibility and distance importance from pos to the
entire scene(Fig. 2 d). We place the second portal in a portal pair at
the position with the highest visibility and distance importance in
V DIM for each greedy iteration. Then we update the PPWM value
of the second portal’s visible region. We update V IM and V DIM in
the same way to guide the placement of the next portal pair. This
process is repeated until the ratio of the area of the visible region in
the current PPWM to the area of the visible region in the original
PPWM is less than a threshold.

Figure 2: (a) is the initialized portal placement weight map (PPWM),
(b) is the visibility importance map (V IM), redpoint has the highest
importance, (c) is the updated PPWM after the first portal is inserted,
(d) is the visibility and distance importance map (V DIM), left redpoint
has the highest importance.

2.2 Simulated Annealing Optimized Portal Placement
Method

In many VR applications, users need to arrive at target positions or
pick up target objects in VE. The visibility importance base portal
placement method becomes less rational. Instead of visibility, walk-
ability, defined as the average walking path length between any two
locations in the scene, becomes important. The shorter the length,
the better the walkability of the scene. Therefore, we introduce the
second portal placement method to consider the walkability.

We first divide the virtual scene evenly into blocks, and we call
each block a sub-region. To improve the walkability between each
sub-region of VE, a simulated annealing optimization framework
is used to optimize the portals’ number and positions according to
walkable path of the virtual scene. In order to achieve the low cost
solution of the simulated annealing algorithm, we have designed a
cost function. This function can measure the total walking distance
between any two positions when the portals are placed. The shorter
the distance, the better the placement effect.

2.3 Real-time Portal Orientation Determination
To reduce the number of reverse redirections in the navigation after
determining the positions and number of the portals, we proposed a

real-time portal orientation determination algorithm.
The orientation of the first portal in the pair is set dynamically to

face users to help them entering it easily. Then our portal orientation
determination method is used to determine the orientation of the
export portal, in order to reduce the number of reverse redirections.
Our algorithm has two steps. The first step is a pre-process, which
initializes the orientations of all portals based on the scene structure
with a navigation possibility based method, which makes the portal
face the direction the user is most likely to walk. The second step is
to estimate the orientation offset for the second portal the user leaves
in real time when user navigates.

3 DISCUSSIONS

In the visibility importance base portal placement method, we design
two parameters that allow the user to manually adjust the placement
of the portal. The first parameter is the expected ratio of portals’
visible area, which could adjust the overall visible area of the portal
placement. The second parameter is the weight of distance between
portal pairs. The greater the weight, the farther away each pair of
portals will be. In our implementation, the expected ratio of portals’
visible area is set to 0.7, the weight of distance is set to 0.5.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed two automatic virtual portals placement methods
for efficient VR navigation and exploration. We also introduced
a real-time portal orientation determination algorithm to naturally
guide users to the center of the physical space, reducing the number
of reverse path redirections. Our methods can automatically place
the portals on the single-floor outdoor virtual scene.
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